Organizer speaks on ’60s SDS movement
By Janet Parker
"Today people are attempting to
rebuild a student movement," according to Hank Reichman, one of the
original organizers of the Columbia
University Students for a Democratic
Society SDS .
Reichman spoke yesterday to approximately 60 students in the S.U.
Lorna Prieta Room.
He said efforts to revive the
movement are not a romantic desire
to have fun again."
-"The reason is -that the student
movement won concrete victories for
students and the involved public," he
said.
The U.C. Berkeley Radical Students
Union leader and a veteran of the
Columbia campus take over in 1968,
reflected on his experience in
organizing a student revolt and said
there are many lessons to be learned
from the student problems of the 1960s.
Reichman said there are two par-

ticular kinds of errors that must be
avoided in a future movement.
"One is the error of being reformist,"
he said. He said it is important not to
seek out reformist changes but rather
to rely on building people’s activism
for themselves so that the people as a
whole will be involved in the
movement.
Reichman also said the movement
must avoid the danger of becoming
"too leftist" and thinking people can be
easily won over. He said such action
isolates leaders from the force itself.
"When we arrived in Columbia in
1965, the state of the campus was a lot
different than it is today," he said.
"Today there is a lot of cynicism,
skepticism, and escapism. A student
doesn’t think he can have much effect
on things."
He said the idea that everyone on
campuses was politically active in the
60s is "overrated."

"There were a lot of active people,
but on the surface it was the same kind
of calm you have today," he said.

An additional incident occured when
.Dow Chemical, purported to produce
napalm used by the U.S. Military in
Vietnam, brought recruiters to campus. The SUS faction prevented
recruitment interviews from being held
by disrupti.,g the recruitment.

Reichman said the Columbia sit-ins
that were the founding point for the SDS
were based on several issues. Among
them were resentment toward the
military draft and on-campus military
recruitment, escalations in the Vietnam War, and Third World minority
struggles.

A final point in the movement was the
university plans to build a new gymnasium in the middle of a West Harlem
Park which angered the Negro community.
The campus takeover that began in
front of a dean’s office on April 22, 1968,
lasted nearly six days and ended with
.the student occupation of six buildings.
"It was very clear the whole nature of
Columbia was being questioned,"
Reichman said.

The student activist said the SDS
sprang up in the middle of a question of
leadership in the student movement. He
said it aided in building the mass
movement as a prime weapon.
Reichman said signs that the "action
faction" of the SDS was taking power
were evident when the head of the
selective service in New York at that
time spoke on campus.

Hank Reichman

At that time, his dialogue was met by
boos and one student threw a lemon
meringue pie in his face, he said.

"That pie represented the feelings of
everyone in that room," Reichman
said.

He said police eventually were called
in and "another classic police riot" took
place.
Reichman reflected that there are
many more lessons to learn from
Columbia.

He pointed out:
The question of power must be
raised. Who rules in the movement
must be established.
It is possible to unite masses of
students under activist anti-imperialist
leadership.
The importance of nationalism
must be stressed. Oppressed minorities
are part of every struggle.
It is important to accept the
leadership of all sorts of people.
"We have to make clear that when
the student movement fights, it fights
for all people in this country," Reich man said.
"The student movement has to be
linked with the overall anti-imperialist
movement." Reichman added. He said
it is the growing movement of all people
in this nation from working class ta
elite.
Reichman’s speech was the second
part of a Social Awareness Forum
series sponsored by the A.S. Program
Commission.
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Head RA pleads ’not guilty’
By Valarie Mclaroy
Hoover Hall’s head resident adviser
pleaded "not guilty" Tuesday during
arraignment on charges stemming
from a disturbance following a Feb. 10
dance at the Eastside Drug Abuse
Center.
Steve Takakuwa, 23, was charged
with obstructing a police officer in the
discharge of his duty and failure to
disperse.
Takakuwa and three other members
of Community Alert Patrol (CAP) were
cited and released following the incident at the Tropicana Shopping
Center at Story and King roads.
The dance was a fund raising event
sponsored by the Chicano Student
Union, a high school group. Too many
people attended the dance and people
spilled into the adjoining parking lot,
according to the police report.
When contacted, Takakuwa, who was
A.S. vice president in 1971, declined to
discuss the incident and referred the
Spartan Daily to his attorney, Thomas
Ferrito of Los Gatos.
"Community Alert Patrol is a group
of community people which for the last
four years has been attempting to
document incidents of police misconduct or police brutality," said Ferrito.

Steve Takakuwa
"The theory
is to observe
peacefully," said Ferrito, "not to ob-

struct, only to document incidents of
wrong doing."
However, Ferrito added, The closer
CAP gets to documenting police
brutality, the closer they come to
getting arrested."
Ferrito, a CAP member, said CAP
volunteers ride in privately owned cars
equipped with transmitters, receivers,
maps, tape recorders and cameras.
The cars bear markings identifying
them as CAP vehicles.
The car Takakuwa was driving was
impounded, according to the police
report.
According to Takakuwa’s lawyer,
Ferrito, police officers at the scene
confiscated Takakuwa’s camera, tape
recorder, and tape cartridge.
According to Charles Mesirow, of the
Santa Clara County district attorney’s
office, Takakuwa and co-defendants
were asked to leave the scene on three
occasions by police officers.
Both of the charges Takakuwa faces
are misdemeanors. A conviction of
violating section 148 of the penal code,
which is obstructing or interfering
with a police officer in the discharge of
his duty, carries a maximum penalty of
one year in jail and-or a fine of $1,000,
according to Mesirow.

The possible maximum penalty for
conviction of violating section 409 of the
penal code is six months in jail and-or a
6500 fine. Section 409 of the penal code is
remaining present at a place of riot,
route, or unlawful assembly after being
asked to disperse, according to
Mesirow.
Takakuwa’s pre-trial hearing is set
for 9:30 a.m. March 15 in San Jose
Municipal Court before Judge Gerard
J. Kettmann.
Takakuwa’s attorney, Ferrito, said
he is confident the case will go to trial,
unless the district attorney’s office
dismisses it.
However, Mesirow of the district
attorney’s office, said that some type of
disposition is very possible. He said
that nine out of 10 cases do not go to
trial.
Takakuwa was vice president during
the Mike Buck administration of 197172. Shortly after being awarded a lifetime membership to A.S. Council, he
resigned the vice presidency, charging
the Buck administration with "political
dealing."
This is Takakuwa’s second year as
head resident at Hoover Hall. He has
served as representative to both
Academic Council and A.S. Council.

A.S. Council to give people concert refunds
By George Fuller
The A.S. Council will give refunds to
38 people who walked out of the Elvin
Bishop concert if the promoter refuses
to, according to Furouz Sedarat, A.S.
councilman.
He said the council passed a motion
"fully supporting the efforts of our task
force in their negotiations with the
promoter.
"Failing that," said Sedarat, "the
council has committed themselves to
paying the refunds. The money will
come out of the profits realized by the

A.S. Program
concert.

Commission

on

the

Monday the promoter Scott Piering
refused to make any refunds.
The concert, held at the Mens Gym on
Valentine’s Day, was co-sponsored by
the A.S. Program Commission and the
promoter. According to Dave Pacheco,
A.S. Treasurer and spokesman for the
task force, a faulty sound system
caused Elvin Bishop to quit after
playing only four songs.
"Elvin Bishop," said Pacheco, "told

the people to demand refunds."
According to Pacheco, he has 38
tickets given to him by dissatisfied
concert goers. Pacheco explained how
he got them.
"I was standing by the door the night
of the concert after Elvin Bishop left
the stage," said Pacheco. "A group of
people were demanding refunds and I
told them if they wrote their names on
the backs of the tickets and gave them
to me, I would attempt to get refunds.
"Needless to say," Pacheco continued, "I didn’t promise them

anything. I told them that they would
have to leave the concert and they did."
The task force gave its report to the
council Wednesday.
Sedarat said the "task force will use
all means available in attempting to get
refunds.
"If the task force is unable to get
refunds, the council will then do
everything possible to make it hard on
that promoter, including such things as
blacklisting, letter writing, or legal
means."

No gas shortage here

David Reyes

An addition to the Art Building was discovered
yesterday. A spokesman for Buildings and Grounds said
they are not sure when the addition was made but
described it as a "beautiful job." The letter F was taken
down and is being held as evidence.

80-foot tree falls,
hits student’s house

Eighty-foot elm tree cracked and fell on student’s home

Scott Mowtv

By George Fuller
"It was unbelievable. It felt like the whole roof was falling in."
Jim Hunter, SJSU student, described his feelings when an 80-foot American elm
tree fell on his house yesterday.
Hunter, owner of the house at 97 S. Sixth St., told the Spartan Daily what happened.
"My wife, Jan, and I were sitting in the living room when the whole building
started moving," he said. "At first I thought it was an earthquake, but then I heard
the tremendous roar and realized I had never heard an earthquake like that
before."
According to Harold Schultz, tree maintenance man for the City of San Jose, the
high winds yesterday caused the fall.
"Whenever we have stormy weather," said Schultz, "these old trees are in
danger. With the high winds and the heavy weight on the top, we always have a few
trees down."
The Oakland Flight Station reported winds yesterday ranged between 15 and 25
miles per hour.
The tree fell at 10:30 a.m., according to Hunter, who bought the house in 1971.
He explained, "It’s a good thing we have a strong roof. As it is, the roof started
cracking."
"It’s a good thing it’s an old house," Hunter continued. "If it had been a new one,
the tree would have gone right through the roof."
Jerry !vie, another tree maintenance man, explained the situation.
"The tree cracked at its base and then the wind blew it over," said Ivie. "We just
have to cut it down."
According to Leo Bennet, working with Ivie, there was danger of power lines
Igniting the house.
"If that tree had fallen on the lines," said Bennet, "the tree would have been lit
up. As it is, the danger from fire is not very great."
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Russian dissidents ’castrated’
Susan Hathaway
The Western world was outraged
when Alexsander Solzhenitsyn,
Nobel prize-winning Russian
writer, was ousted recently from
his homeland for "treason" but a
new incident involving intellectual
suppression has hit even closer

home.
Just as Solzhenitsyn’s banishment was due to his criticism of his
noted
two
government,
were
scholars
Yugoslavian
prevented from attending a San
Francisco symposium because of

Point of View

Treber’s crime
Much ado over little
Erie Lyon
Mali

A Mall

SCALE seeks student tutors
Rouelio Cardenas- Meeha
I remember when I was in first grade I used to go
home during the brunch period thinking school was
over. I didn’t realize what I was doing until another
cacnalito told me, in Spanish, that it was just a recess.
I never passed that year because there was a barrier:
I didn’t know how to speak English and the teacher
didn’t bother to help me.
We all probably experienced this at one time or
another.
Remember?
Well, we still have Chicanitos in our schools who just
can’t seem to "get-it-together" for lack of initiative, or
who have not been able to identify with an instructional program developed for a White, AngloSaxon, English-speaking middle-class school
population. Of course, there are a few struggling
teachers who are trying to eras the "cultural incompatibilities" among some American schools. But
that is still not enough.
The Student -Community Academic Learning
Experience SCALE ) is a new student service on
campus which realizes that San Jose "is composed of
many ethnic groups and that minority orientated
organizations are in need of third-world student in-

volvement."
It is known that a child who is aware of his heritage
and has been taught to take pride in what he is,
becomes confident and learns faster than a child who
feels ashamed, insecure, and afraid of himself.
SCALE is a program that reaches out for Asian, Black
and Chicano pride. It is a program where a child
learns pride in himself and family, empathy, acceptance of other, openness to diversity, the ability to
see the other person’s point-of-view, and exploring
cultural backgrounds.
This is your opportunity to share your skills with a
Chicano child who offers you a different perspective
about yourself. You can earn credits for your major,
minor or general education requirements. There are
agencies that can best suit your field of interest, either
as a tutor or counselor in Lee Mathson, Empire
Gardens or Head Start Community centers. Overfelt
High School is looking for help to tutor Chicano
students in cl-,mistry, biology and math. Or maybe
is in legal justice working with Project
your inter
Intercept or at Elmwood Jail.
SCALE’S office is in the student activities and ask
for Greg or Naomi.

Aw, come on, fellas!
In this day of adminstration
scandal and plea bargaining, you
want to press criminal charges
against Jerry Treber.
Treber, it will be remembered, is
the SJSU student who last September moved into four unoccupied rooms in the old Physical
Science Building where he conducted scientific experiments.
His five -month tenancy was
unknown to school officials until
early this month when a security
guard discovered him. His adventure was possible because of a
set of keys he obtained by forging a
signature.
According to the district attorney’s office, Treber is charged
with breaking section 469 of the
California
penal
code,
a
misdemeanor charge which
carries a maximum six months in
jail and-or $500 fine.
Treber’s intent should be the
issue stressed here. His motives
were not malicious or destructive,
though perhaps a little unrealistic
in the thriving bureaucracy of a
university.

Letters to the editor
1’u/icy debuted
Editor:
Those faculty members who are
currently working against the
recently implemented "Steady
State" interim policy on faculty
promotion and retention deserve
the whole -hearted support of
students and all other members of
the academic community. The
effects of this policy can only mean
a marked deterioration of the
quality of education on this campus. It is indeed rather strange that
since this institution was elevated
to university status last year,
academic standards have declined.
The "Steady State" interim policy
merely represents one more step in
this direction.
All of the aspects surrounding
this new policy are quite curious.
President John H. Bunzel has
repeatedly gone on record against
the use of quotas, calling them
"discriminatory." Yet this is
exactly what the interim policy
seeks to establish. Nevertheless,
our phantom President has been
unusually silent on this issue.
Certain faculty members undoubtedly feel that, like themselves, Dr. Bunzel is a scholar and
can be counted on to defend their
interests.
What a laugh!
At. one time in his life, Dr. Bunzel
published many fine articles and
books. Lately, however, his only
noticeable scholarly ( and I use the
word advisedly ) contributions
have been his weekly columns in
the Sunday Mercury-News.
Dr. Bunzel is, in fact, nothing
more
than
a
comfortable
t;ureaucr-it who just follows orders. His handling of the Mitford
affair demonstrates this fact. In
short, a faculty member expecting
support from Dr. Bunzel is as
ludicrous as a Frenchman expecting sympathy from his tax
collector.
The solution to this dilemma is so
beautifully simple that many instructors will fail to seriously
consider it. Collective bargaining,
the most effective tool i lefense of

group interests, should be employed against the interim policy.
Faculty members must get over
the foolish notion that collective
bargai ning is somehow undignified,
fit only for blue-collar workers.
The administration is counting
on most instructors falling for this
bit of sophistry, as it continues to
ride roughshod over faculty rights.
Through collective bargaining,
faculty members will not only be
opposing the interim policy but
threats to academic freedom as
well.
Paul E. Swanson
History senior

Impeachment
Editor:
Monday night I sat before my
television set and listened with
incredulity as President Nixon
spewed forth lie upon lie to the
American people. Some of the
more obvious lies need no comment, but there was one in particular which I feel needs additional clarification.
I refer to Mr. Nixon’s rather
conveniently narrow definition of
an impeachable offense. Mr. Nixon
would have us believe that the
minimum standard for an impeachable offense would be that it
be an offense for which a criminal
indictment could be returned. A
survey of my own indicates that
roughly 66 per cent of those polled
concur in this erroneous belief.
The history of impeachments in
this country and in Britain does not
support that belief. Though the
language of the Constitution is, in
this regard, vague... "treason,
bribery, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors"there seems to be
a general consensus among serious
Constitutional scholars that the
and
crimes
"high
phrase
misdemeanors" was intended to
encompass something more than
simply criminal offenses.
Indeed, in this country there is a
precedent which illustrates my
point, I think, conclusively. In 1803,
Federal District Judge John
Pickering was impeached by the

House of Representatives and colonies to take compensations
removed upon conviction in the thus destroying the self-sufficiency
Senate for charges which alleged of colonial peoples and causing
no criminal activity.
perpetual economic enslavement
He was accused of malfeasance or forcing the native peoples to rise
of office, described as a man of and revolt.
Victoria Pedley
loose morals and intemperate
habits, and generally regarded as
Occupational Therapy Junior
insane.
He was impeached and removed, High ittortile stupid?
yet he committed no acts for which
indictments could be returnedhe
Editor:
was found incapable of continuing
How very Russian of Ex-Vice
his job.
President Dusel to equate low
Though I will not go along with morale with mental illness.
the
vice-president’s
broad
I would rather associate high
definition of an impeachable of- morale in the face of bad times
fense as "anything a majority of with innocence, ignorance and
the House is a given point in history stupidity!
decides is an impeachable offense"
Edward J. Laurie
as I did in the past, I am certain
and history supports methat the
Equulity sought
phrase
"high
crimes
and
misdemeanors" is meant to em- Editor:
compass more than simple inThis letter is my reaction to John
dictable offenses.
Brayfield’s article titled, "Men,
Mr. Nixon is truly a desperate our time has come," which apman.
peared in the February 26 issue of
Robert Perez, Jr. the Spartan Daily. I believe he has
tlie wrong impression of what the
Colin/Mist/1
sfomen’s liberation movement is
about.
Editor:
av Let’s make a few concepts clear.
Struggle for national in- Women’s lib does not seek to let
dependence
against
neo- women open their own doors, light
colonialism, exemplified by the their own cigarettes and make
movements in the African colonies them renounce to sex. Nor does it
of Portugal, are a key factor in want to take politeness from the
today’s world.
behavior of the male or castrate
This struggle against colonialism the male either.
has a long history, coupled with the
What the women’s liberation
struggle against exploitation, movement seeks is the equality of
expropriation and forced labor. men and women in civil rights and
The British system of colonialism equal opportunities and salaries
was especially far reaching in the for equal abilities in the working
1800s. Their capitalism was based force.
on their system of colonialism and
Men and women belong to the
slavery, particularly in the West same species. Both own a brain
Indies. Their method of plunder with exactly the same capabilities.
was that of unequal trade: to ex- Let’s use it. Let’s not try to split our
ploit the slave trade for production, species into two fighting teams.
buy cheaply from the plantation
Mr. Brayfield admits liking sex
owners, sell for large profits at and maybe he will change his mind
home and thus accumulate capital about his other two concerns some
and perpetuate the enslavement of day. In the mean time, Mr.
the workers. Their colonies were Brayfield should not turn the
the lowest rung of the capitalist "burden of social etiquette" over to
ladder.
the women. He would be less than
When profits were down at home human without it.
they ruthlessly turned towards the
M. Teresa Tellez

His only crime, it appears, was
an over-zealous, if naive, view of
scientific research. The imminent
possibility of a court trial has no
doubt sobered him to life’s reality.
Perhaps university authorities and
the district attorney should take
this fact into consideration and not
stifle sincere efforts with excessive
punishment.
Although the issue of campus
security is important, it seems the
major consequence of the Jerry
has
been
drama
Treber
overlooked: the letter of the law
has become more important than
the effect on a human life.
Penal code notwithstanding,
Treber’s mistake should have been
handled within the university and
certainly does not warrant a
permanent criminal record.

Speak Out!
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters or guest columns from those
who care, on or off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words.
Correspondence should be typed
and signed and include the address
and telephone number of the
author.
The editor reserves the right to
edit for taste, libel, space or style
and to cease publication on
exhausted topics.
Please bring your thoughts to the
Spartan Daily, JC208, or mail them
to the Department of Journalism,
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.

Tito,
of
criticism
their
Yugoslavia’s Communist strong
man.
Oddly enough, the topic of this
symposium was to be "Problems of
Forbidden and Discouraged
Knowledge."
The Cold War may be thawing
and detente may be blooming, but
dissidents in Russia and its
satellites are still as outcast as
ever.
Solzhenitsyn’s final crime was
the publication of a book
documenting the horror of Stalin’s
forced labor campshe himself
was a prisoner in one because of his
outspoken views.
The two noted Yugoslavians
were muzzled because their
government didn’t want heretical
views aired to the West by
dissident citizen.
But the effect of both actions is
the limitation and supression of
freedom.
In the case of Solzhenitsyn, his
government picked a rare form of
suppression. Not since Leon
Trotsky was banished by Stalin has
a leading Russian been punished in
such a way. And to Solzhenitsyn, a
writer and a man who fiercly loves
his homeland, such exile must be
painful.
The action against the two
Yugoslavian intellectuals stemmed from the same ideology as the
treatment of Solzhenitsyn. These
two men are scholars and their
purpose in attending the symposium, now in progress, was to
further the cause of knowledge.
However, because their intellectual endeavors led them to
disagree with the regime, such
knowledge was not to be tolerated.
Whether men are forced to leave
their country or kept as prisoners
there, the result is intellectual
castration.
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Good morning,

Films for the lonely
*****************************/

Machine gun bullets splash into
the water and into floundering
sinking in a plethona of bloody
bubbles. Cary Grant shrugs.
"Well," Jay Brown drawls,
"they’re really getting it on,
tonight aren’t they, night people?"
Then he winks and goes into a
spiel about heavy American cars
being able to get "almost" as good
mileage as small foreign cars if
they are driven right.
Jay Brown is a local car dealer
who sponsors nightly marathons of
insomia theatre on television.
From 1 a.m. to dawn, he shows at
least three oldies, usually Warner
Brother "classics."
He is striving for a low-keyed
selling pitch that relies on cumming up to the bleary-eyed viewer,
who through sheer drogginess, is
susceptible to anything by that
time in the a.m.
When you watch Jay Brown, you
are not just any smuckeroo
stagnating away the night in front
of the boo-tube, no, sir. You are
hailed by Jay as one of his "night
people."
One of his requests is for his
night people to take 10 minutes of
their day and talk about his car
dealership to a friend. So, since this
insominac does not own a car or is
that crazy about getting one,( and if
I did, it would be a German death
trap)this prodigal night person is
going to take 10 minutes to type this
out.
I like Jay Brown. My roommates
like Jay Brown. Yes, he does come

Bruce Jewett

across hokier than a traveling
salesman joke but Jay is doing a
good thing.
His movies are vintage and are
usually okay. His commercials
come every 15 minutes or so and
are enough to scrounge through the
regrigerator for another beer or
cold pizza.
It gets kind of lonely around 3
a.m. with only a dripping faucet for
company. Flip on the idiot box and
I am welcomed into Jay’s "family
room" to listen how the energy
crisis will be over in six months
and you’ll be sorry for buying a
small car.
It took a while, but I learned to
appreciate Jay. Here is a merchant
who is keeping me, and God-knowswho, entertained when the rest of
our civilization is shut down till
morning.
Like churches and politicians,
car dealers are too easy to knock.
Jay wants to sell nice, big carbon
monoxide machines to people who
will have to hock their souls to
finance companies.
At Judgment Day, it will be interesting to see how the scales tip
for Jay with car dealing on one
hand and late night movies on the
other.
Jay is not spending his bucks on a
bigger neon sign, or a bigger lot. It
goes into making a lonely time a
little less lonelier for night-shift
workers, cramming students, and
speed freaks.
We might nor love you, Jay. But
you’re the American way.
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Views differ on liberal arts degree benefits
By Barbara Price
Is a student with a liberal arts degree going to be
: jobless, disillusioned and bitter in the months following
graduation?
Will graduate status be like dressing in white tie, tux
::: and tails for a party that no one comes to?
SJSU Placement Office administrators gave the
Spartan Daily opposing views of the value of a liberal arts
education.
"I still think that given the time and financial resources,
there’s nothing wrong with studying a thing for its own
sake," Dr. Edward Celements, Career Planning and
Placement director, said in recent interview.
Clements explain’ed it’s not the intent of the humanities
and the arts to be occupationally related.
A liberal arts graduate, according to Clements, should
have gained the ability to analyze situations and draw
reasonable conclusions.
"When the graduate can’t do those things," said
Clements, "then he runs into problems."
Nevertheless, Clements defended the current balance of
liberal and applied arts.
"We’re committed to a balanced program. We have to
provide those kinds of educational opportunities," he
asserted.
But Kelley McGinnis, business and technology
placement counselor, said she sees a danger in the liberal
arts program.
"We’re finding more and more students feeling very
frustrated as to what they can do with their degrees," he
said,

Problem
reading

By Valarie McInroy
The
early
semester
calendar adopted for the
academic year 1974-75 will
students,
SJSU
affect
especially dorm residents, in
a vareity of ways.
Under the early semester
calendar plan classes will
begin Sept. 5 and end before
Christmas. The spring
semester will begin Jan. 27
after a five-week winter
recess.
Students living on campus
in dorms will be faced with
the choice of moving home
for the five-week winter
recess, going on an extended
trip, or moving into a special

hall that will remain open
during
the
Christmas
holidays and semester
recess.
For those students who
choose to remain on campus
and those who have nowhere
to go "at least one such
facility (dorm) will be
open," according to Cordell
W. Koland, director ot
student housing.
"I’m sure that we’ll at least
be open on the basis we are
now during
Christmas
vacation," he said.
The actual level of service
will be determined by
demand,
according
to
Koland. "We have not gotten

around to actually making
plans," he said.
Some SJSU students may
stay on campus or in the
area during the five-week
recess to take advantage of
course offerings by the
Department of Continuing
Education.
According
to
Paul
Bradley, assistant to the
Dean
of
Continuing
Education, the chancellor’s
office has asked all colleges
on the early semester
calendar system to develop
academic programs for the
winter recess.
"We’re
the
logical
operation to do that," said

as a community," said John
Murphy, director of Community of Communities.
"Students often forget that
they are part of the community and they try to create
a world apart from the
surrounding realities," he
said.
"Apathy, ignorance of
social conditions and fear of
each other are problems in
our community," Murphy

said.
"The transient nature of
the campus area makes
developing a sense of
that much
community
harder."
This is the fourth clean-up
held in the past three
semesters.
The first clean-up drew 15
volunteers, the second, 90
and the last semester 220
peopled showed up despite

the rain.
Murphy predicts 400
volunteers will come this
weekend. Six San Jose City
garbage trucks will be on
hand to help with the
operations.
If weather permits, a
barbeque at William’s Street
Park will follow the cleanup.
Interested volunteers will
meet at 79 S. Fifth St.

Accused conspirators to speak
Three men who were arrested and charged with conspiracy while involved in an East Los Angeles Community
anti -drug program in 1971 will speak at the Cultural de la
Gente, 289 S. First St. at 7:30 tonight.
There is no admission charge.
Rodolfo San( hez, Juan Fernandez and Alberto Ortiz, claim
to have been confronting a pusher and demanding he stop
selling. According to them, the pusher was in r’eality an FBI

Scholar to speak
Watkins, formerly of the
staff of Harrow School in
England, specializes in
Elizabethan stage direction.
Watkins has also lectured
extensively in the United
Kingdom, including Stratford on Avon and London.

agent.
A spokesman for the center said the three were then
arrested on charges of attempting to rob a custodian of
federal funds, assault to commit murder and robbery. Bail
for each was set at $50,000.
The spokesman also said no defense was allowed by the
court in their trial and 30 witnesses were excluded from
estifying.
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BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
WINNER Of 3 ACADEMY AWARDS

e Gilra

S U lintunhunt Room
PHILIPPINE FOLK DANCE will be taught
this semester starting tonight in the
Wornen’s Gyrn 101 Sign-ups are in the
Business office or the Student Union Fee is
13 and the course is offered under the
leisure Services Recreation
WEDNESDAY
SPARTAN ORIOCCI Meets tonight al 7 in
the S U Calaveras Room
THURSDAY
SJSU SKI CLUB meets tonight at 7 30 in the
SD Umunhurn Room Sign-ups will be
taken for ski trip scheduled March 15-17
Movies will be shown

"I imagine it will take the
character of a group of short
courses," said Bradley.
One and two day noncredit conferences and study
travel programs will also be
offered.
These courses will offer
one to three units of extension credit.
The Continuing Education
Department plans to offer
between 30 and 50 courses,
according to Bradley.
Students will receive
extension credit and pay
extension tuition fees of
approximately $30 per unit,
said Bradley.
Although winter recess

ealars

:SWIGS
Morris Dailey Auditorium

1001111

:Friday, March 1st 7 p.m. & 10

The Committee Against
the Energy Freeze ( CAEF )
is staging a rally today to
protest the high prices and
short supply of gasoline.

A demonstration march is
scheduled to begin at San
Jose’s Backesto Park at 4:30
p.m. and will proceed to the
Standard Oil Company.

prnmugnr.,

335 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose
Now! A complete selection of fine cocktails.

Lunch*Dinner*Late Supper
Open at 11 a.m. daily. Open Mon-Thurs. until midnight,
Fri. and Sat. until 1 a.m. Sun. until 9 p.m.
BankAmericard " Master Charge " American Express

SHARE YOUR
SHABBAT
WITH US
POT-LUCK
FRIDAY 6:30
441 S. 10th St.
293-4188

CAMBRIAN CINEMAS 1 & 2

Ell
THE FIRST
TWIN ADULT
THEATRE
CINEMA #2

CINEMA #1
THE ONE AND ON/ Y

StRALOOH

DEEP
THROAT
IS
ALSO
SHOWING AT
PARIS THEATRE
PALO ALTO. 324 8333
HATWARO THEATRE
582 6800
HAMAR

SALE

NYLON
DAY PACK

Holy Cow! You have answered every other ad, why
not try us? We have available a MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM for a limited number of
people living in Santa Clara County or Monterey.
We can show you how you can be earning $25,000
in 5 years. Why not invest a few minutes of your
time and send a resume to John F. Wilcox & Assoc.,
777 No. First St., San Jose, Ca. 95112

717151

PD SALES

BAGS

PACK TENT

REG. 6.99
LIGHTWEIGHT
NYLON RAG

weight 3 lbs.. 2
on., including stuff bag
and aluminum poles.
REG. 39.50

3.99

19.99

Total

SALESMAN’S SAMPLES
Big weep
tempi. 1
cluding 3
Yelues le

;S.T4’;

Superb Hiking Boot; Brown, Blue,
Grey, Beige, Green, Tan; Genuine
Goodyear Welt, Insulated.

DOWN JACKET
VALUES TO39
59.99

99

P

DISCOUNT

SALES

REG. 29.95

9.99

12.r

"Nein*"
vv.

em

TURTLE
NECK

T
i ’SHIRT

Hauser, Italian,
Men’s, Ladies’
Many Colors.

REG. 8.95
Mountain View OPEN 0 P.
H.
A IT
SUNDAY’
OPEN
5.R7D0AP.94YIN943D
6 OPEN
1997S9E611Tli CA

of fuser ene salesmen..
irregs. s140915, Imp Inlb
Pelystar 1111 Yips
MN.

ALROMA
SUEDES

HIKING BOOTS
to $14,500 salary

"BEHIND THE
GREEN DOOR"

PibiE4TNE6CITARANCI
BAC PACKERS
2-MAN
SLEEPING

p.e.h.

TRAINEE

scag West
LHA6011115

BOTH
THEATRES
OPEN
DAILY
AT
NOON!
ADULTS
ONLY!

COCKTAILS PITCHER BEER
ANCHOR STEAM BEER
HAPPY HOUR FROM 4-6 PM
SUBMARINES FROM 79’
*.******.-****************
FUN MUSIC POOL TV

Ai]

MANAGEMENT

2663381

l816 HILLSDALE OPPOSITE GlasCO STORE
CORNER HILLSDLE & CArADEH SAN IOSE

CORNER 3r0 I SANTA CLAM

FAMOUS 10X, SWEATER STYLE.

croperie

exorcism," Bradley explained.
The program will involve
700 to 800 students, according
to Bradley.

will be five weeks long,
Bradley said he thinks only
three weeks are usable for
instruction. He said that
classes will probably meet
over a short period of time
because of the energy crisis
rather than be spread out.
"I would hope the courses
will be short and to the point,
speaking to some current
issue," said Bradley.
Possible topics include
traditional business courses,
a metrics conference and an
environmental study travel
program.
"If the program was this
winter we probably would
have offered a class about

petroleum crisis

Er

Spartaguide
SUNDAY
the
Si
ORIOCCI and
SPARTAN
Recreation Department will start a
volleyball clinic at 9 a in Any interested
tseginning or intermediate volleyball players
are welcome
MINOAN’
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OE
MANAGEMENT meets tonight at 7nrbles
Restaurant in San Jose Dr T A Devi, will
speak on business and service management
TUESDAY
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHER’S
ASSOCIATION will host Mock interviews
from 44 pm today and tomorrow in the

Bradley. The Department of
Education
Continuing
operates the extension
courses and summer session
programs.
Burns,
Hobert
Dr.
academic vice-president,
has asked that any program
"openbe
established
ended."
Richard
Burns,
Dr.
Whitlock, dean of undergraduate studies, and Dr.
Gail Fullerton, dean of
graduate studies will review
the course offerings "so that
what we’re doing fits into the
overall philosophy and plans
of the university," said
Bradley.

Rally to protest

Clean-up set for Saturday

Shakespearean scholar
Ronald Watkins will be
speaking at 1:30 p.m.
Monday afternoon in SD 103.
His
topic
will
be
"Shakespeare in His Own
Playhouse: The Actor’s Task
in
Interpreting
Shakespeare’s Text."

The SJSU Placement Office, she said, is currently
applying for an Health, Education and Welfare grant for
the project but it will probably be nearly two years before
funds will be available.
The fields in which the ( CEP ) students are working are
also the areas in which college graduates are having the
most success.
Both Clements and McGinnis emphasized technical
areas are at the top of the list, particularly accounting,
engineering and computer science.
Clements said there has, as yet, been no apparent
tightening of the job market for SJSU graduates due to the
energy crisis.
He said that this has been one of the biggest springs for
the non-education field in terms of nuniber of recruiters
on campus.
The greatest demand McGinnis sees is for minorities
and women in technical fields. This is due, she said, to the
affirmative action programs of many corporations.
But liberal arts students, McGinnis said, are finding
jobs mainly in retail business firms.
Both administrators offered pertinent advice for
prospective careerists in all fields.
"It’s a job in itself to seek a position nowadays," noted
Clements.
"You have to make a special effort to convince the
employer you have something to offer. It’s really a sales
effort," he said.
And McGinnis advised students to start work for a large
firm in a low level job, then watch for openings in more
desirable positions.

Winter recess rough on dorm students

Community, students to help

Community
members,
including students, are invited to help in a Saturday
street clean-up project of the
campus area.
The project will run from
8:30 a.m, to noon.
The city, campus area
residents and the Campus
Community
Improvement
Association a homeowners
association
"will
get
together and do something

"There are some who are not aware," said Clements.
Both McGinnis and Clements urged students to check
with the PlacementOffice throughout their college years,
continually readjusting their career goals and taking
additional classes to avoid the disillusionment of having a
college degree but no job.
Placement administrators are hoping to go even further
towards career orientation with the fledging Cooperative
Education Program (CEP.
According to McGinnis, coordinator of the program at
SJSU, students enrolled in it would complete college in
five years, leaving school to work full-time for one
semester of their sophomore, junior and senior years.
Students would be working in positions directly relating
to their career goals, McGinnis said.
She explained that extensive counseling, periodic
progress reports and frequent visits to the student’s place
of emplohment would be provided to insure the student of
"an educationally valuable" experience.
Ten students are currently enrolled in the program and
are working in accounting, computer science,
engineering, industrial technology and marketing.
Each one is earning a minimum of $700 monthly, according to McGinnis.
There have been 800 other applicants for the
Cooperative Education Program, but the placement
counselor said she lacks the time and money to coordinate
that many enrollees.
According to McGinnis, the cooperative is well
established in the East. At Northeastern University all
students must be enroled in it.

New SJSU calendar will force moving

workshop
Workshops designed to
introduce the San Jose
Public I.ibrary to persons
with reading problems will
be held from 2 -5 p.m. today
in the community room of
the library at 180 W. San
Carlos St.
A spokesman for the
library said the free
workshops are designed as
part of a program entitled
"Reading for EveryoneTo
Devlop
and
Achieve
( READ." The target area is
East San Jose.
The workshop staff will be
headed by Brenda Gray,
READ Project coordinator.

There never were, nor will there be very many job
opportunities in what she terms "creative area" accoridng to McGinnis.
"Any of your creative fieldsart, music, drama,
psychology, journalism, teachingare always competitive. There are never many jobs available and you
have to be really good to compete."
McGinnis said this is because "as a country, we have
never given much credence to the arts."
According to the placement counselor, there are very
few federally subsidized arts.
As a result, it’s nearly impossible to graduate with a
liberal arts degree and go right out into the field, she said.
"I think the college should be aware of what the supply
and demand is. I can’t see producing a lot of students who
will be unemployable."
McGinnis added, "I.iberal arts studies are fine. if we
don’t produce a lot of bitter people."
The placement counslor said students should be given a
realistic picture of future job opportunities as soon as
possible.
"If students could only get some career direction early
in their college experience, at least they would be
thinking about where they were going."
She said a lot would be accomplished if an underclassman would simply talk to a counselor about his
reasons for being in college.
Clements agreed with McGinnis on this point.
He said liberal arts majors should be told of the lack of
correlation between their future careers and their major
study program.
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Frosh baseball opens season;

doubleheader against Bears
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PCAA ’s in Fresno

Spartans eye crown
By Terry Day
The SJSU grapplers put it
all on the line this Saturday
when the Spartans attempt
to win their second consecutive Pacific Coast
Athletic Association ( PCAA
championship in Fresno.
Besides the Spartans, five
other schools will be entered.
But the only team threat will
come from Fresno State
FSU).
Each time the two schools
have met it has proved to be
an interesting battle, but
with a conference championship at stake the rivalry

will definitely be more intensive.
For the first time this
season Coach Terry Kerr
will have a full compliment
of grapplers with the addition of Mike Cunningham
( 177) and Tom Roberts ( 190 ).
The Spartans have three
returning conference
champs in Danny Kida ( 118),
and
Oscar Trevino ()621
Jackson
Donnell
i heavyweight).
Kida is the first conference
All-American as he took fifth
in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association finals
last year.

All-American status is
given to those who finish in
the top six in each weight
division.
After losing the first six
dual meets this season the
Spartan grapplers came
back to win their next 14. The
final win came against FSU
when Jackson decisioned his
man to pull out a 21-19 win.
"My team is as prepared
as they ever will be for a
tournament and I think we
can place everybody in the 10
weight divisions," Kerr said.
Experience will be the
biggest asset because three

other Spartans placed in last
year’s PCAA finals.
Jim Lucas finished second,
last year at 134, but will
move up to the 142 division.
Cunningham placed fourth
at 150 and Dean Prescott
garnered fourth place the
previous year at 167.
Rounding out the Spartan
squad will be Steve Dick
( 134 ) ; Freshman Dean
Jagger ( 150) and Jim
Niskanen (158).
Because of the limited
number
of
wrestlers,
preliminary matches will
start at 1 p.m. with finals
beginning at 6 p.m.

Pacific Eight gymnasts here
By Mar’, in Kusumoto
Two of the stronger
collegiate gymnastic teams

of the Pacific Eight are
coming to the Spartan Gym
to challenge the SJSU

Tennis squad
bombs UOP;
near perfect
With a 9-0 victory over the
University of Pacific, the
SJSU tennis squad kicked off
the 1974 conference schedule
in
near -perfect
fasion
Wednesday.
It can be termed nearperfect only because the
Tigers managed to win one
set.
Everything else went to
the Spartans.
Andy Moffat, the defending PCAA No. 1 singles
champion, led the way by
defeating Randy Widegren
of Pacific in straight sets, 61, 6-1.
Joe Meyers, who won the
No. 2 match, then teamed
with Moffat to win the first
doubles match by the same
score.
Other singles winners
were Tony Yvanovich, Bruce
Antal, Don Screttrini and
Bob Klyce. Each and every
singles match was totally
one-sided.
The only time the Tigers
were close was in the second
doubles
match
when
Yvanovich and Antal lost
the first set 6-7 to Lance
Turner and Mark Weiser.

The two Spartans came
back, however, 6-3, 6-4.
Klyce and Screttrini then
took the last doubles match
easily, 6-1, 6-1, to finish what
has to be considered a great
beginning for coach Butch
Krikorian’s 20th season.
The Spartans will host
national champion Stanford
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. on the
south campus.
last Tuesday’s match with
Santa Clara was rained out
and will probably be made
up after March.
Krikorian’s earlier doubts
about the strength of his
squad after losing two key
men now seem somewhat
unfounded.
The
match
against
Stanford should tell a lot
more, however, about the
depth
of
the
team.

Gymnastic team in compulsory gymnastics.
Berkeley
and
U.C.
U.C.L.A. are the opponents
and the young SJSU team
will be in for a very rough
time.
U.C. Berkeley is the
strongest team in the Pacific
Eight and they are favored
to win their league, championships again for the
seventh time in a row.
U.C.L.A. isn’t as strong,
but do have tough competitors in the individual
events.
Their main deficiency is
their lack of any all-around
competitors which means
that any team scores must
come from the few individual specialists allowed
to compete in each event.
Any mistakes from the
specialists will come right
off the top of the team
score," said Rea Anders,
coach of the SJSU gymnastic
team.
"We don’t expect to beat
either team," said Anders.
"If we get over 130 points, I’ll

be happy."
Besides the tough fight
ahead, Anders has some
other unexpected problems
which have started to plague
his team, injuries.
John Cameron, SJSU’s
Dave
best all-around;
Squires,
vaulter
and
ringman
and
George
Hadres, another good allaround, have been stopped
or at least slowed by injuries.
He hopes to heal as many
of the injuries before next
week when the team goes
south for matches against
L.A. State and Fullerton
State.
"I want to give the team
every opportunity to reap the
rewards of their work," said
Anders.
After the compulsory
meet, the Spartans wilt
travel to Sacramento State
for a dual meet.
According to Rea Anders,
Sacramento is a 140 team
and shouldn’t be any
problem to the SJSU gymnasts.

THE

CLIFF

in the league along with
Santa Clara, Stanford and
his own team.
The Spartababes will have
another warm-up for their
twinbill Saturday as they
will play a 2:30 game at
Leland High School this
afternoon.

r..
1/fi
KEUTER

NEW WORKS DANCE
COMPANY
3:30 p.m.
7.00 p.m.

March 4th

Master class
Improvisation

March 5th

10’30-12.00 a.m.
Movement for Actors
4:30 p.m.
Technique Classes
a. Advanced per. 262
b. Intermediate Advanced S.U. Ballroom
c. Intermediate VVG 128
(call for reservations please)

March 6th

Concert in Morris Dailey
53.00 General
$1.00 SJSU Students

per. 262

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
100% Financing

t%ada 1)14’

(leasing)
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

Tickets available at

8:00 p.m.

ASB Business Office
2nd Floor SU
Underground Records

for further information call:
277-2257 277-3228
Eduardo Castro Antonio at 277-3205

Chairman Dance & Drama

MARLON BRAND
The bloodier
the battlethe higher
the price.

4’

1-les going
to make
a fOrtune
on this one.

the Double DM of the Year!
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Last 2 weeks

"However, the hits we
have been getting seem to
come in clutch situations and
this is a mark of good team,"
he added.
Piraro thinks this opening
doubleheader will be a
cru%1 one because he rates
Cal as one of the co-favorites

[ THE MAN WHO SELLS WAR.

The Spartan’s not only
have the distinction of
meeting
the
national
champions but later in the
season get to meet perennial
powerhouses UCLA and
USC. The other conference
team to beat still remains
Long Beach State.

IND 10
GREEN Doci
’
.7..7. SIXTH
SMASH
MONTH’

worked hard ,eaching the
team fundamentals,"
The Spartabebes currently
have seven pitchers on the
team. Kirk Brown and Greg
Queen, the top two hurlers,
will each start one of the
doubleheaders
games
against Cal, while John
Nicosia is scheduled to get
the nod against Stanford
Tuesday, for another conference game at Spartan
diamond.
The team has committed
only two errors in the first
three games, and this according to Piraro is because
the team has been spending
P2-2 hours a day on fielding.
Now he feels the team will
have to concentrate more on
hitting.
The
20-game
league
schedule could be tough
without good hitting, which
the team has lacked in its
first three games.
"There are a lot of good
hitting teams in the league,"
said Piraro, "Santa Clara
and Stanford are probably
the toughest."
"If we get behind early it’s
going to be tough for us to
come back with the kind of
hitting we’ve been getting
lately," said the Spartan
coach.

The Associated Students Presents
Social Awareness Series

’-in,,’..’
op. fon’

MAO. 0.

With high hopes of
becoming the best freshman
baseball team in SJSU
history, the 1974 Spartababes
will open their Bay Area
Collegiate League schedule
with
a
tomorrow
doubleheader against U.C.
Berkeley frosh, at noon on
the Spartan diamond.
The 1971 frosh squad
finished their season with a
17-9 record, and this year’s
contingent with an early 3-0
marknot
including
afternoon’s
yesterday
contest against San Jose City
Collegeis trying to break
that mark.
Head coach Sam Piraro
feels that the Spartababes
are better than the 1971
team, of which he and
assistant coach Steve Denton
were members.
"This year’s team is a
solid all-around unit,"
remarked Piraro, "they are
strong on defense and in
pitching."
Piraro feels that his
assistants, Denton and Terry
Galyean have played major
roles in developing the team.
"Terry has done a super
job with the pitchers," said
Piraro, "he’s worked them
very hard and they’re in
neat shape, and Steve has

Sun, MARCH 3 -7 & 10 pm- 50t
MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
Look for Battle of Algiers
and the War Game on March
17th In the SU Ballroom...
FrIl

Co-sponsored by the
ANTI-IMPERIALIST
COORDINATING
COMMITTEE

COLLEGE MEN
You’ve already set your
sights on tomorrow. Can you see
flying in your future? If so, the
Navy has something special for
YOU!
The standards are high, but you
may be able to qualify for the Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate
Program (AVROC).
As an AVROC, you can be a
Naval Aviator, flying the Navy’s
latest aircraft to’ points all over
the world. Or you might choose
to be the other half of the Navy’s
flight team...a Naval Flight Officer
(NFO). When the mission control
is passed from the pilot to the
electronic tactical controller, the
NFO becomes the man in charge.
To get all the facts--without

obligation, of course -just call
the Navy collect at 415 273-7377
or send the coupon to:
AVROC Room 813
Federal Building
1515 Clay Street
Oakland, Ca. 94612
I would like more information
on the AVROC Program.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
PHONE
59 05661

ZIP
YR IN COLL
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SJSU judo
bombs Bears

VETERAN TRACKSTERS Vince Breddell and Mark
Schilling kick-off another track season tomorrow at 11
a.m. at Bud Winter Field when the Spartans host
Hayward State and San Francisco State. Breddell will

It was in 1969 that San Jose
State captured the National
Athletic
Collegiate
championship
Association
and tomorrow at 11 a.m. at
Bud Winter Field coach
Ernie Bullard’s trackmen
take the first step towards
that goal this year.
The Spartans are led this
season by speedsters, Vince
Breddell, and Tom Sprink;
idle distance men. Glenn
armatz and Mark Schilling
nd hurdler, Greg Tinnin. All
ire returning lettermen and
.11, with the exception of
,Innin, are PCAA defending
champions in their events.
Tinnin was a second place
finisher in the PCAA high
hurdles and won the San Jose
Invitational
hurdles
championship.
Welcome additions to this
year’s squad are freshmen
Ron Whitaker, who has
clocked a 9.5, 100, and Ron
Livers the 1973 national high
school triple jump champion.
Returning veterans that
give the Spartans tremendous depth, are paced by 440man, Bruce Leek; high
jumper, Bill Crawford; long
jumper, Louie Wright; shot
putter, Dave Gherardi:
middle distance man Chris
Giannoulas; sprinter Bobby
Hamilton and defending
steeplechase
PCAA
champion, sophomore,
Wayne Hurst.
New comers up from the
junior college ranks include
the 1973 State JC pole vault
champion, Dan Ripley,
seven -foot high jumper,
Chuck Mackay; middle
distance man, Rich Walker;
sprinters, Jonathan Johnson,
and Larry Conaway; intermediate hurdler, Will

Fields; a long jumper from
San Francisco City College,
and
a
Curtis
Davis
promising javelin thrower
from Citrus JC, Dennis
Garrity.
Spartan wide receiver Ike
McBee, who ran a 9.7 in high
school, will be competing in
collegiate track for the first
time this season as a
sprinter.
Don Riggs, cross-country
coach and assistant track
coach, has a full contigent of
harriers, led by Dan Gruber,
Bob Ebert and Les Devoe, to
cover the two, three and sixmile contests.
With the weight eventsshot put and javelin-being
the only weak point in the
team’s lineup, one would
think that the team will

EL RANCHO
Rated ..R"
Al Paclno
"SERPICO"
Diana Ross
14ibLADV SINGS THE BLUES"
I

Speaking to an overflow
crowd at Wednesday night’s
kickoff banquet for the track
season, coach Bullard said,
"Although we have a lot of
talent, the season hasn’t
started yet and it’s on the
track that we have to prove

:011IGII.A.L.
SAM’S
Presents
s
JAITOO
Fri. & Sat. 9:30
I

Get it on with the sounds while enjoying a

cold beer,

glass of wine, or refreshing cocktail.

I

S1.00 Cover

II

I

I
III

WINDOWS IN CHINA mOvies and
discussion on China by Betty
McAfee, who travelled extensively
in China Feb. 28 at 7.30 pm in JC
141 FREE

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
I armors Ins Group 25 per cent
discount f)rO
0 GPA low non smoker
rates also Cali days 948 0223

free

VD

clinic

that’s Verification of Distortion, hi-fi fans.
And it’s a pretty ugly bug too.

’Cause it’s that

sneaky stuff that sours your system’s sweetness
So, bring your receiver, amp and pre -amp, or
compact to the Cal Hi Fi/Marantz Audio Analysis for a professional check-up. All their vital life’
signs will be reported to you in handy graph
It’s fun. It’s free. It’s valuable.

L 1 141 1 r-F- 1 1

Saturday, March 2nd, from 10 A.M. ’till 6 P.M.
in San Jose, 3581 Stevens Creek Blvd. 243-4666

AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We have the lowest rates
available All applicants placed
regardless of record Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 or 378 1335 for phone
quOtation
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled rhech specializing in Foreign
cars. Economy 8. Sports cars Tune
up. repair & front end alignernent
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
197 3690 798 N 13 St

FOR SALE
viramittS
COSMETICS,
photofinishing & 101S of strange
things At Bill’s College Pharmacy
SAVE THIS AO. Most major brandsqf
quality stereo components aoailabfe
at dealer cost plus 10 per cuP
Additional discounts available
guaranteed used equipment. Low2re
prices in the Bay Area Call 252
after $ Pm
4

FOOT LACKLIGHT
S23 95
COMPLETE 18" BLACKL !GMT
S12 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 57 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS 7$ cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM 111E
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNAWO
ST

SMITH STANDARD TYPEWRITER
$25, Singer port sew mach 525
HOOyer upright vacuum 520 Call
297 6079
FOR SALE -bicycle. goOd Iran
sportation, basket and bike lock
included. S17 Call 2926414 after 4 30
Prn
FOR SALE -- "You name it, we
almost have ill at Bill’s College
Pharmacy " 10th & E William
41 WILLYS, 4WD PU, rebuilt trans &
transfer case, new clutch, Chevy 281
VIE 5950, Call Dale, 295 2534

POW NI TOWNE

"THE LAST DETAIL
s a gem of a film!"
JUDITH CRIST New Tora Mega. no

’SEC

v0u16116 /15160’
rtit tit;
tetil ts./

BRIDGE
iit AHv IS BLAKE
VALLEY
SUN
f ONCi

1

fCULUMSII P1C1(415 506511 I

MC
P rump. IHNie
tt
65 1 0777

SERRAMONIE

THEATRE
70
OAKLAND

371-30/0
PRUNE VAR
CAMPinalt.

GUILD
....L. PARK

323-676o

"THE
LAST
DETAIL

is a gem of a film!"
-JUDITH CRI57. New York Magazine

NOMINATED FOR

9 ACADEMY AWARDS
NCI 11015(1

U BEST ACTOR

i

ROYAL CLEANERS
in Lucky shopping center
266 E. Santa Clara St., S.J.

111(1576 Of COLUMBIA P1C111415 MD9511015 iNC

I

nE IP

Illellomomm Valuable coupon NINO 1MM

371-3020

[R

/111,117;

PRUNEYARD

NOW!

CAMPBELL

CLASSIFIED
OVERSEAS JOBS . Australia,
Europe, S. America, Africa,
Students all professions and on
cupations 5700 to 13800 mOnthly.
Expenses paid, Overtime, sight
seeing, Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. A 1,
P.O BOK 603, Corte Madera, Ca.
94925

WAITRESS. cocktail and food, part
time. 21 yrs old Call 297 7209

NEED SMALL GROUP for Friday
night for audition call between 264
pin 795 2430 Ask for Sue

Li( iAIL fiesi Screenplay

i

GUYS AND GALS loin a college age
ballet class at Eutrazia School of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, director. 241 1300
FRIDAY FLICKS presents The
Godfather Starring Marlon Brand.
Best Picture of the Year. three
Oscars. Two shows 7 8. 10 pm Friday
at Morris Dailey Aud.$1.00by A Phi

4.NLI I

1

MASSUESE WANTED. lop pay Will
train Call 732 8670 any day between
1 8 pm

AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING R IPPED OFF?
Call CS’S, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates. No
Student refused Call 289-6681 or stop
by 404 So. 3rd St , Second floor. Ord
San Salvador)

And all information will be kept strictly confidential’

Rated ..PC:
John Wayne
"Mclatt
"JUDGE ROY BEAN"
"CU PPPPPP ER CATTLE
CO."

lest Supporting Actor

I $1 OF F any $3 dry
. cleaning & pressing
: (present with order)
O

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign
ups now through Feb 25 Rosters
available in Student Activities
Office

AUTOMOTIVE

form.

Rated "R
Clint Eastwood
"MAGNUM FORCE"
"THE CANDIDATE"
"STRAW DOGS"

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.

I

I

849W. San Carlos .
11112ORIGINAL SAM’S
019mMemoommmiummonsommilemill

DRIVE-INS
Open at 6.45
Show starts at 7;15
Children under 12 free

repeat its dual meet season ourselves.
There are two things that
undefeated this year.
However, the 58-man should spell the success, or
squad faces some stiff failure, of the 1974 Spartan
competition this season, track team: depth and
hosting the University of determination. The depth is
Colorado, Stanford and obviously there; the rest is
Washington State Univer- up to the team.
sity. The team is also
traveling to the University of
Washington and to Los
Angeles (March 17) for a trimeet with conference rival
Long Beach State and
defending NCAA champion,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
UCLA.

vimmimmoimminmemimmommuoms.

I

BEST ACTOR -JACK NICHOLSON

"You’ll never hear of who started judo last
Berkeley again," said Dan semester, met the team
Kikuchi, team captain of the captain of the Berkeley
SJSU Judo team. "We’ve team, a first degree black’
shut them up. Their dreams belt.
of beating us are gone."
In the closing minutes of
This was Kikuchi’s opinion the match, the Berkeley
of Berkeley after the second captain, who threw Hunt last
devastating win in two weeks week, attempted a throw but
by SJSU over U.C. Berkeley was quickly countered by
Judo team.
Hunt for a half point and a
The meet was the second win.
of four tri-meets with SJSU
Freshman Dave Burns is
dominating both matches
also starting to show signs of
against U.C. Berkeley 57-20
Stanford promise by winning two
against
and
matches during the night by
University 110-0.
throwing techniques.
Yosh Uchida, coach of the
Other wins during the
SJSU Judo team, explained
that the victory was a result night were scored by Peter
of the Spartans emphasis on Mondo, team captain Dan
mat technique, pinning the Kikuchi, Greg Takeda, Jim
*4
than McFaul, Jim Richards and
opponent
rather
be out to better his times in the 100 (9.4) and 220 (20.0). throwing him.
Steve Hoyt.
Schilling will be a definite threat to break the 4-minute
The next match for the
In the one-sided victory
mile as well as a top time in the 880.
over Berkeley, the Spartans Spartans is also the first
scored a major upset when home meet of the year and
Steve "Freshman" Hunt, a the visiting teams will be Cal
second degree brown belt State Hayward and Stanford.
rimmmimmemolimmimmesimmeemni

Spartan track squad to kick off
promising, competitive season
By Tim Robb
most
its
Beginning
most
and
promising
challenging season since
1969, the Spartan track and
field team initiates the 1974
competition tomorrow at
home against Hayward State
and San Francisco State.

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

PARTTIME DEMO. needed for
Microwave ovens. Hr & Days flex
will train Car necessary, S3 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
ter v iew Wed 27th Contact Miss
Wilkes at part time employ cent
122 S 9th 277 2277

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living Setting 10 min
from campus near CuPtrier and old
Almaden Road. Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses,
furnished and Unfurnished. Patios,
Spacious pleasant
Balconies,
grounds. Pool. Saunas, Rev Room
Starting 5175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave 2641176
HOUSE TO SHARE, 3 Bdrins, 1 or 2
Males Feb or Mar I, S75 to S80
mo 3 miles from SJSU . 954
Idlewood Or Si, 2a38168 7 am or
after 7 pm
HOUSE TO LEASE 3 bdrms Feb or
Mar 1, 5250 , 1st & last Smiles from
SJSU 954 idlewood On S J Call 243
8168 7 am or alter 7 pm

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR. Male
(must be good I Sat 8. Sun evenings
20 firs week S75.00 or comm Green
Thumb Lawn Service 245-1920.

CLEAN. QUIET. FURNISHED one
norm apt. I. Wks from campus
Has much storage space. own car
stall. 8. many extra features $130
rno &fully refundable deposit 556 S
5th St Apt 20. call 2907513

GARDENER -HANDYMAN trim
shrubs, cut lawn, light maintenance
every Saturday afternoon 3-4 hours.
STEADY Call 198 4900

TOWNHOUSE APT. 1,, bath Furn
Available March Ist. .2 blk from
Eng. Bldg 794 7/88 Or C18.3277 after
7 p.m

DRIVERSTOCKCLERK to work as
hours per day Hours flexible to fit
class schedule Must know city well
and have good driving record $225
an hour STEADY Call Mrs White
298 4900

2 BEDROOM APT. 1155 Art Studio or
basement 540 On 11th St Call 292
6106
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts
5130 w new carpets and turn. Quiet
atmosphere, near campus. 3855. If
St Call Ben, 288-8383 or John 350
5708

RED BARRON RESTURANTE is now
acceptingapplications for part time
host. 8. food, cocktail waitress
Apply in person Ask for Jay 923.6060

QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. in pvt home
for straight, serious male student.
near SJSU 297 6079

NEED 1 OR 2 STUDENTS for in
Westing lull time summer em
ployrnent Some travel required,
Some selling Offers above aver
income Call 241 3951 after 5 pm

LIBERAL MALE ROOMATE 18 21 to
share 3 bdrm house w. one other
5100 plus Oil. Call 298.0194 aft. 5
ROOMATE WANTED M or F for clean
3 Odor, 2 bth home Share w 2
others SIO per month Call 923 5199

HOUSING
MEN. -Large. cheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat 8. outside
entrance 406 5 llth St.

STUDIO S110 OR ROOM 560, both near
campus, 998 9510 or 295 7438 after 3
Pm

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 5100 rno
kitchen prey , color to, Call Ann 923
5873

HOUSING - "We don’t deal in houses
at Bill’s College Pharmacy." 10th 8.
E William

FURN. APT, two bcfrm. .2 blk from
SJSU Rent cut SI40.. a closets
Girls. 449 So 10th St 9230 PM

FOR RENT Single rm (turn.) 152
month, includes util kit priv huge
storage space, etc etc Call 998 9526
ask for Mike Low 146 S 10th San
Jose Men only

FRIENDLY FEMALE ROOMATE
over 21, gOOd student to share 2
bedrrn 2 bath apt dishwasher
airconditioned; complete gym Bike
to State Call anytime 2971048
Eileen Rent 562. share or $90 own
room & bath

WANT FEMALE ROOMMATE, 202S.
3 bdrm apt Campbell area, total 185
rno Cali Pam 194 1064 or aft 6. 371
5392

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished. 5125 per month
Excellent location. Walking distance
to campus. 140 North 15th St Call for
an appointment
244 3690.
MODERN APTS. 460 5 4th
210 1bOrm 2bath. 1 bdrrn
also sleeping rrns at 575
balconies, off st parking
6669 or 293 5974

St 5200
130 135 .
Private
Tel 775

FOR RENT 2 bedroom unfurn opt
Willow Glen Area. water and gar
bage pd no pets 5150 and $100 Per
rno Call 298 0972

LOST & FOUND

APT. FOR RENT, couples only 2
bdrrn. furnished 5145 ’no S100
deposit 411 So 5th St 295 0963
NEED responsible young couple to
manage apts Close to College Free
2 bdrin apt Call 997 2128
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for 1’2 hrs ranch 8.
home work per day Car necessary
bath S mi to carnpus 14750
Clayton Rd 258 1776

r

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 3
Niro, 1 bath house on N 19th St 595
my $117 deposit Dan 277 4000 ex
4701 or 9912022

LOST A FOUND "Pick up your Writ
student at Bill’s College Phar
wavy " 10th & E William

"We don’t gel too
PERSONALS
’personal’ at Bill’s College Phar
macy." 10th & E William
WOMAN SOUGHT Are you a petite.
shy female perhaps in her late
twenties? This male and you may
share a common bond Call 247 3754
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
Pay Worldwide travel Perfect
summer job or career Send 13,00 for
’nforrnation. SEAFAX, Dept. IC
P0 Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washington 98362
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
C P and voice detect is 100Ising
tor a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange Mr kindness 8
cOmparitOnShiP Call 290 2308 aft 5
Pm

SERVICES
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
251 2598
STUDENT TYPING - Close to
Campus 65 cents page 998 1860
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4748 Los Gatos

"Pres&iptions.
SERVICES
Cosmetics. and Photo finishing are
all served at Bill’s College Phar
macy," 10th & E William
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album
Budget priced or highest quality
work Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 291
2601

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE
ISRAEL - AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT . ISCA. 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L A
Calif 90049 TEL 12131 826 5669 or
17141 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well. "It pays to be
young with TWA" YOur TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225-7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Final II per
en! off with TWA Youth passport
take up to 74 rtiOnths lo pay with a
F REE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 275 7262 for infortnation after
S 00 For reservations call 2906600
or your lOcai travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual un regimented
ktudent programs 8 wks in Europe
wks in Israel Europe 6 wks
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West by 287 8240

BOOKBINDING theses, Manuscripts.
collected papers. magazines etc .
Prompt service Day Or Eve 356
1912

SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
5349 rct Rip pills ,n ter European
flights ra, I Passe,. international ID
lards arid mOri ASk for Barbara at
West 235 East St
,luclent Ser
(lara Ne 7150’ phone 287 8301

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit Papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 2984104

TRANSPORTATION - "You can
walk, not ride to Bill’s College
Pharmacy." 10th & E William

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADS

FOUND Small dog, male, long hair,
gray tan 8. while Call 967 0549

PERSONALS
YOUNG LADY WANTED to attend
Ban Area swing parties. 259 0196

Classified Rates

277-3175
Print Your Ad Here:
, ,
mit

3 lines

SI SO

200

225

240

250

35
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200

250
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35
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300
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375

390
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35
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50

SO
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50

u,,

JOIN with us for a weekend with the
Hassidim from Berkeley. Call Millet,
alt S 10th, 293-4180

r0p1

HELP WANTED
Dated -Fr"
Kong f ii Action
"SUPERMANCHU"
"LUANA"

WAITRESS
DELIVERY BOYS
wanted Where? De Ante Hotel 233
W Santa Clara Come in between 1
and 4 pm Pay, $2 an hour

nnountmnls
0 Automotive
1.0 For Sale

Check a Classification
C’
Li

Lad ma Foetal

.)111
,INf.. 01. P
50 10
SPR IAN nail
lit)
SUN 11151 r.tt
;
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Mitchell,Malo and Poco
to perform in Bay Area

Esca!ante prints shown at Stanford

Art and theater
productions open
DRAWINGS AT
STANFORD
Oscar Escalente, a 26 year
old artist from Durango,
Mexico has only been in the
United States for 7 months
but has already gained an
audience for his art.
Escalante’s paintings,
drawings and lithographs
will be shown at Stanford
University’s coffee house
March 1-15 free of charge.

weakness.’’
The cast will feature Tim
Weitz as the god Jupiter and
Sally Cotton as Alcmena.
Ron Plumb will portray the
messenger Mercury, with
William Holladay in the role
of Amphitryon.
The play will also be shown
March 2 and 7-9. Admission
is $2 general public and $1 for
students.

WHITMORE
AS ROGERS

DRAMA
The SJSU production of
"Amphitryon 38" will open
tonight at 8 p.m. in the
University theater.
The play involves the
the
between
romance
mythical god, Jupiter and
the mortal Alcmena, wife of
Amphitryon.
Playwright, Giraudoux
followed the traditional myth
in writing "Amphitryon 38."
myth
According
to
Amphitryon leaves for war
disguises
Jupiter
and
himself as Amphitryon.
which enables him to enter
the home of Alcmena and
seduce her.
Director Dick Parks stated
that the crucial moment is
when Alcmena realizes that
Jupiter is not Amphitryon.
"Jupiter knew that Alemena’s one weakness was
her husband, and chose to
t!et to her through this

As oc,ATE.

as! San Jose’s F avorite
Chinese Family Restaurant
The Art of Chinese Cooking
NOR’
ft

DIEN SUM,11

DIEN SUM IS A CHINESE
B RUNCH FEATURING
DELICIOUS CHINESE PA
TRY, CONSISTING OF
SHRIMP, PORK -FILLED
B UNS, SWEET RICE AND
ORIENTAL NOODLE
DUMPLINGS.

IS

4,

4

EVERY SAT. AND SUN.
FROM 1 1 AM TO 3 PM
2 5 8-2 7 7 0

F ()OD TO TAKI

The contract bound her to
perform exclusively for CEI
and provided no payment if
she were unable to perform
and
included
other
unreasonable terms, she
claimed.
Spiegel and Bono made her
sign the contract to create
legal right to her future
earnings in the event the
couple’s marriage was
dissolved, she alleged.
In the suit, she noted that
her husband had filed for
legal separation and she had
responded with a recriest for
dissolution of the marriage.

AAcademy of
/A Art College

Actor James Whitemore’s
one-man show "Will Roger’s
U.S.A." will run through
"Future Shock," a film
March 24 at the San Fran- based on Alvin Toffler’s best
Marine’s seller of the same name, will
ACT
cisco’s
Memorial Theater.
be shown one night only,
This engagement marks Wednesday, March 6, in the
of
a
four-city
the completion
SU Ballroom.
tour which
began
in
Orson Welles narrates this
I )eceinber

3469 MCKEE RD.

CHER SUES

SANTA MONICA I AP I
Cher Bono, of the Sonny and
,.;........:......;...:....:.....:;...............Alfred Bru Cher variety team and
television show, has filed
Undulating tones, sliding from Rusty Young’s pedal steel
suite against her estranged
guitar, will penetrate the heads in attendance tomorrow
husband and his attorney in
evening at the Winterland Arena in San Francisco. Young
Superior Court, contending
will be assisted by his country -rock band, POCO.
they fooled her into signing a
Poco gained prominence when Buffalo Springfield
contract damaging to her
descendants, Jim Messina and Richie Furey, collaborated on
career and interests.
the band’s second album, "Pickin’ Up The Pieces " Messina
Cher, recently separated
has since joined forces with Kenny Loggins and the duo has
front Sonny Bono, charged in
received worldwide acclaim.
her suit that Sonny and atDue to the recent departure of Poco’s founder, Furey, the
talents of Young will probably be considerably burdened in torney Irwin 0. Spiegel
filling the gap. Young has been recognized as the world’s conspired to defraud tier and
"unlawfully dominate and
finest steel guitarist by Guitar Player magazine.
control ... her business infor
singer
female
the
best
was
voted
who
BELL,
MAGGIE
FOXX GONE
terests and career."
the second consecutive year by England’s Melody Maker
Cher charged in her suit
Poco.
polls, will precede
LOS ANGELES (AP)
that her husband and Spiegel
Temperature’s will rise tonight at the San Jose Civic had taken advantage of her Aaron Ruben, producer of
its
with
MAW
throbs
of
beat
pulsating
Auditorium when the
lack of bieiness knowledge NBC’s -Sanford and Son,"
usually robust Latin rock.
to trick her into signing a said Thursday he does not
Jorge
of
riffs
guitar
sinuous
hoi.
and
Bolstered by the
contract which constituted expect ailing Redd Fox’
Santana, Malo will perform numbers frcm their new album, imposition of "involuntary back for the remainder of the
"Ascencion."
servitude" in violation of the season and will complete
Rounding out the bill with Maio will be NEW 13th Amendment to the three remaining shows
GLASS
and
the
4CKS
WH
STONEG ROUND and BUTCH
Constitution.
without him.
PACKS.
The singer contended that
"My understanding is that
Unless you were fortunate to acquire tickets long ago, Bono had gradually given Redd will not be back," said
forget about catching JONI MITCHELL’S sell-out weekend increased control in the Ruben. "We’ll have to finish
couple’s
management the season without him."
concerts at the Berkeley Community Theater,
He said he was revising
The Lion’s Share in San Anselmo will present the acoustic company, Cher Enterprises
three scripts written for
duo of COUNTRY JOE MACDONALD and BARRY Inc., to Spiegel.
MELTON tonight, tomorrow and Sunday evenings. The exCountry Joe and the Fish members are distinguished for
Study at The
their memorable contributions to the underground music
Professional Art School
movement of the 60’s.
Bluegrass and general footstomping are in order tonight
Sams
Original
around
at
and tomorrow when JANGO fiddles
in San Jose.
Soulful rock, entrenched with the blues, will be nurtured
tonight when the ELVIN BISHOP BAND appears in full
bloom at the Keystone Berkeley in Berkeley. Bishop returns
625 Sutter St., San Francisco
tomorrow for a show while TOWER OF POWER will
CA 94102 / 673-4200
generate energy on Sunday.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
The satirical musical revue of THE CREDIBILITY GAP
DAYS EVENING CLASS
will temporarily reside at the Boarding House in San
SCHEDULE
Francisco for performances tonight, tomorrow and Sunday.
Find some gas and have a good weekend.

Future Shock showing

MYTHICAL

News of the entertaining world

,(11)

95 -minute look into the
future. There will be two
showings of the film, at 7 and
again at 9. Admission is 50
cents.

DEGREE& DIPLOMA COURSES
COUNSELING/ VETERAN APPROVED
ADVERTISING, DESIGN, FASHION,
ILLUSTRATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM,
ETCHING, LITHOGRAPHY. DRAWING,
PAINTING AND SCULPTURE.

N’oxx to fit the character of
Grady, played by Whitman
Maye.

PAINTING
VANDALIZED

’RAPE’ TOPS

NEW YORK 0%1)iA man
who said he was an artist
wanting to "tell the truth"
sprayed red paint across the
famed "Guernica" painting
by Pablo Picasso at the
Mueseum of Modern Art in
midtown Manhattan
Thursday.
In letters more than a foot
high, he sprayed, "KILL
1.IES ALL."
But the
museum began removing the
paint immediately

LOS ANGELES I AP
NBC’s "A Case of Rape"
topped the National Nielsen
Ratings for the week of Feb.
18-24 and became the
highest rated made-for-TV
movie ever aired.
The film, which starred
Elizabeth
Montgomery,
received a rating of 33.2 and
50 per cent share of the
audience.

We Have All
Your Needs
Clothes

Toasters

Cameras

c0
0
TVs

Radios

Books

F

"
rotture

oo

Kitchenware

20% Off
ON ALL MERCHANDISE WITH SJSU I.D.

Si. I ineent

Paul

THRIFT SHOP
Near Campus Open 9 - 5:30
51 S. Third St.

This is when the long hours of
practice pay off. When you know
you’re as good as you can be.
When you can enjoy it, the way it
was meant to be.
It’s the same with Pabst Blue
Ribbonit takes a lot of time, patience and skill to create our good
old-time flavor.
Pabstit’s the way beer was
meant to be.

EFFORT

sTuBENir coFFEe Aou5c

PAR ST

0/e/ff/37

/11
Feb. /28.If)

arth 1 melba Royals and

the 3lin4 ReverOncl
FEATIA N e, PAMELII

Good old-time flavor.
The way beer
was meant to be.

-PoinAJO cogiflRLLY

Lurrm Joe coCkiEz’s ’W191206-5
AND swcusArnAtiP. A NwiT or
Bwes FRori THE
OPM
$j. cosruPCN3T5

1930’s

$ Sc.
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Copyright 1974, PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee Wm Penne Heights III. Newark. N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst. Georgia
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